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Big Emotions: Fear 

“Creating” fear in the laboratory, fear conditioning, each time you see a green circle, you’ll get a 

shock, then after a while when you see the green circle, you’ll get fearful, this can be measured by 

Subjective scoring your fear or physiology measuring measuring the sweat you produce with fear. 

=> Model (fear conditioning in laboratory) to study fear and see what exacerbates(ind differences, 

attachment history, certain parenting styles) / reduces (potential new interventions for anxiety 

patients) fear  

Which assumptions are driving the interpretations / gathering of research findings? 

(Fear) conditioning as a … (the term can be used in different ways) 

… procedure? 

… effect?  

… process?  

Functional level: Procedure -> effect 

 

Algorithmic level: process 

 

Challenge for algorithmic level when invoking mental processes: Underdetermination 

problem! 

= multiple mental explanations are compatible with any finite set of (neurophysiological or 

behavioural) data, no matter how much data you have, you’ll always have alternative 

mental process theory’s, so mental process theo are underdetermined by the data. 

Association formation models (e.g., Rescorla-Wagner)  

 

 

 

 

 

Mediating mechanism is association formation. 

The two representations come connected in our 

minds by association, this causes behavioural 

change. 

Procedure= stimulus pairing, the effect is if the fear can be causally 

attributed to the stimulus pairing. Process is the underlying 

mechanism 

You use E (environmental events) to explain the change in 

behaviour (for example, starting to sweat when you see green 

circle) and you try to explain the causal relation trough S pairings, 

Input level: S pairings, output level: behavioural change 

You ask, which mental process is responsible for this. If you present S 

pairings, what happens in the mind that you show change in 

behaviour cause of that, what mediates this causal relationship, what 

happens in between. You can invoke here mental processes 

Emotie en cognitie hoofdstuk 3 en 4  

Samengevat door Wout Coolen 
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Association formation models (e.g., Rescorla-Wagner)  

“Hidden assumption” put in the association model: monotonicity assumption 

-> A monotonic relationship between associative strength in memory and the strength of responding, 

how strong association is and how strong your responding is, if one gets stronger, the other also 

becomes stronger, monotonic relationship. This was a quick fix to deal with the problem of 

responding. They were going to fix it later, but the Assumption stayed in place and people stopped 

asking questions about other determinants of behaviour. 

-> Other determinants of responding are not considered (e.g., fatigue, recency effect, utility) 

-> Silent with respect to the different expressions(forms) of conditioned behaviour / fear 

Baeyens et al. (2009):  

“A model that can explain all but conditioned behaviour, is lacking something quintessential.” -> 

these models are devised to deal with condition behaviour but have very little to deal with response 

side, only looking at the strength of association.  

Association formation / prediction error models in the tradition of RW (dominant in neuro and 

beyond) do not speak on differences / dissociations between CR’s  

Two further assumptions support the monotonicity assumption: 

- abstraction assumption (<-> episodic memory) 

-   

 

- reproduction assumption (“archaeology <-> architecture”) 

 

 

 

=> These are a bit “Shaky” assumptions? You can question them, in other literature people might 

not agree. 

=> Cognition (memory) as determinant of emotion in this literature!  

Two further assumptions support the monotonicity assumption, in that they provide a more detailed 

answer to what gets activated in memory and therefore determines responding. 

A second assumption which supports the monotonicity assumption is the reproduction assumption, 

which implies that reactivation, or remembering, is reproductive rather than reconstructive in 

nature. That is, the representations are presumably stored as complete and ready-to- use entities 

that can be accurately recollected via associations. 

Idea in Fear conditioning literature: 

What gets activated in memory so that it determines responding. This assumption has 

the idea that you might have different episodes. Suppose a cat scratches you on 3 

different occasions. In asso model, there’s then an asso between cat and scratch asso 

will get stronger. Abstraction assumption is cause you abstract between these 

episodes. You forget the place and how hard it was, you just learn the asso and that 

determines responding. This differs from episodic memory cause there you’ll 

remember the place and how hard it was  

 
Idea of memory as a memory store, when then confronted with a circle or a cat, you get it 

out of the mem store by the representation of shock or scratch and that determines 

responding. That’s architecture, the other is archaeology, where Memory is reconstructed 

on the spot. Influenced by a lot of ad hoc things, type of questioning can make your memory 

different. 
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“a single association stored in memory has to be tackled in order to remediate fear”  

-> Via the installation of an inhibitory association  

-> Via updating / removal of the original association 

They say solving association will solve your problem cause that determined your responding. 

=> Are these ideas built on “shaky grounds”?  

-> Would that even be a problem? Multiperspectivism! We’re not just trying to get rid of asso 

formation models, but show that it’s just one way by looking at it, and there are others we should 

also look at so they maybe can quicken the treatment 

Inhibitory Learning Theory 

Extinction procedure: You first get conditioned fear in phase one, and it starts going away in phase 

two 

Extinction procedure + effect (i.e., functional level):  

cs-only trails reduce the CR and fear, reduction of fear is attributed to the CS only trails. 

 

Inhibitory learning theory (i.e., algorithmic level):  

 

First phase, activate US representation, 

About mental process that causes extinction effect, phase one: association forms between green 

circle and shock, this is a positive or exytory association. CS representation activates US 

representation. 

When you represent CS-only trails, a new inhibitory association is added. This will be a negative one, 

at that point you’ll have two associations, the positive one from phase one, and the negative one 

(inhibitory one). So when CS is presented, the +1 (pos asso) from phase one will be canceled out by -

1 (neg asso from phase two) and you’ll show no fear anymore. 

Cf. monotonicity assumption(strength of asso determines strength of response): the absence of 

fear responding is explained by an inactivated US representation 

If you take this theory literally, after extinction, people would no longer be able to think about the 

US, Complete representation should be inactive. You would no longer be able to think about the 

US anymore, but this is a tricky assumption. They did experiments where they introduced extra 

questions: to what extent does the CS make you think of the US. That easily survives the 

extinction, people keep on thinking about the relation, but the response (physio and subjective) 

goes down. So the literal interpretation of this theo is very questionable cause it’s not deactivated 

cause people keep thinking about it. 

“Non-permanent amnesia”! Not or barely thinking about the US is wrong 
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What is learned over the course of acquisition trials is abstracted in a single excitatory association 

and what is learned over the course of extinction trials is abstracted in a single inhibitory association. 

The interplay between the excitatory and the inhibitory association subsequently determines 

whether or not the US representation will be reproduced and thus whether or not there will be fear 

responding. 

≠ propositional beliefs concerned with safety (e.g., “soap prevents illness”)  

≠ safety memory  

Nonetheless, according to a strict interpretation of inhibitory learning theory, the US representation 

just gets activated or not without episodic remembrance of unreinforced trials. 

Non-permanent amnesia: 

 

Inhibitory learning account (d.i., algorithmic level): effects of exposure therapy: this is the clinical 

equivalent of extinction learning, it’s confronting the patient with what he or she is afraid of. Often 

with a hierarchy, first dog in the distance, then closer and closer. Idea of session, at the end, be able 

to pet the dog. Supper successful therapy, more then 90% success rate. But by no means is the US 

inactivated, they show the desired behaviour (starting to pet the dog) but keep asking if he’s really 

not going to jump on them. So no mediation for thoughts of the US representation. No inactivation 

of US representation, so no permanent amnesia, so second picture with the black pupits is wrong. 

Reconsolidation Interference 

An alternative option (starting from the algorithmic level) would be to remove the excitatory 

association altogether:  

Before treatment:  

After treatment:  

Procedure + effect (d.i., functional level):  

 

 

 

Procedure + effect: 

 

Phase one: green and shock presented together, fear of green circle 

Phase two, green circle shown with an extra manipulation on top of that, 

being given propanol (beta blocker) after green circle or needing to play 

Tetris 

Test: low levels of fear when green circle is shown a weak later. Propanol is 

then already uitgewerkd. 

(Science and nature journals are most important) 

Publication: study where first green circle and shock where given =  

acquisition phase. Reminder trail: green circle one time with 

propanol, all the other trails where then only green circle is 

represented, fear is immediately gone, no instinction curve, (cause 

of betablocker propanol?) 
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Process at the algorithmic level? (1/3) 

 

But skin conductance and US-expectancy  

(as opposite to startle reflex) stay intact:  

“Memory erasure” -> “Emotional memory erasure” 

-> Saving the monotonicity assumption?  

(note the abstraction & reproduction assumption as well) 

-> Which criteria serve to demarcate emotional memory?   

If you start of the idea of mem erasure, why do people then still expect the shock to follow? In this 

literature they fix this problem and say that’s not mem erasure but emo mem erasure that happens. 

If fearful response is mono relationship of associative mem structure, you have response 

dissociation, and if you help some dissociation but not others, the only way to deal with that is to 

invoke multiple memory systems. If you see responding as a function of asso structuring memory, 

and you get dissociation between responses, you have to invoke dissociation between memory 

systems.  

Also the idea of the extraction assumption, idea there is one fearful memory that you can get rid of 

right away. But with abuse patients, there are a lot of memory’s probably. O why then the idea of 

one that has to change? 

In other words, multiple memory systems were invoked to save the monotonicity assumption. This 

demonstrates the dominance of this assumption: If activation of memory representations is the only 

determinant of responding, then there is simply no other option than to invoke multiple memory 

representations or systems in the case of re- sponse dissociations. Although invoking a dissociation 

between memory systems certainly provide a straightforward way to explain response dissociations, 

What kind does, she goes out on the assumption that the fear 

(for example of spiders) is already in place when people come 

to her, so then the reactivates that fear one time (presenting a 

spider), then after that, she gives the propanol. The next day, 

the patient is cured and he just even touches a spider. 

So they first make the fear memory active by exposing them to 

the fear cue, then in that active fear state, they give propanol 

(betablocker) and this (they think what happens) prevents the 

reconsolidation cue (idea, memory has to then go back to an 

inactive state cause that’s what happens), first, fear memory is 

made active, then Propanolol interferes with the 

reconsolidation (inactivation) of the memory (which is needed 

to have healthy memory’s), and cause of that, the memory of 

the fear vanishes. But the propranolol effect only has effect on 

some dependant variables, not all, for example people are 

maybe less jumpy but still expect the shock to happen. 
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it might, however, be worth considering other explanations for such dissociations. For example, 

below, we will discuss that a goal-directed perspective can explain response dissociations by linking 

different responses to different goals, so without the need to invoke a dissociation between memory 

systems. 

presentation) to reactivate memory is also in line with the reproduction assumption which holds that 

memories are stored as complete and ready-to-use entities that are recollected upon reactivation 

and can be specifically targeted. 

ex consequential redenering 

Challenges & Towards a motivational model  

Beyond associative memory activation:   

-> Fear presupposes an expectancy , fear as an expectancy, about something that’s about to happen, 

you expect a bad thing to happen, it’s about what you expect to happen next (when you see a dog, 

you expect getting bitten) 

Idea of expectancy is challenging for association activation models: cause these models of  

Associations can differ on only one variable: the strength of the association, you cannot code the 

type of relationship (predictive relationship, causal rel., types of propositional relations cannot be 

coded, go beyond the scope of what an association can do) 

Variations in the type of relation between CS and US cannot be coded  

 

A simple associative architecture therefore does not allow to differentiate remembering a US from 

predicting a US  

Proust could not have known whether what the tea-soaked Madeleine brought to mind was in the 

past (i.e., was a flashback, remembering) or was about to happen in the near future (i.e., was a 

flashforward, predicting).  

“[...] , let’s start with the obvious: remembering the past and predicting the future are two different 

cognitive processes. A cognitive event cannot be both the retrieved memory of a past event and, at 

the same time, the expectation of a future event. Otherwise, you would not be able to tell the future 

from the past as the same mental event could be either one of them (more likely, you would not 

even have a concept of past and future). Obviously, this is not the case [...]”  SO we need something 

other than association models. 

Jozefowiez (2018; p. 23)  

Variations in the type of relation between CS and US cannot be coded:  

When a war veteran stumble upon a gasmask. If you take the idea of association 

literally, the war veteran cannot know whether he is remembering a memory or 

predicting what’s about to happen. 
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E.g., guard dogs – (activates representation:) trouble  

There are many different relations in that association because a guard dog can-> predict, cause 

(cause trouble for a burglar), prevent (trouble for you so a burglar is scared away), etc.?  

Idea to solve problem: dual system approach. 

From lower-level associations (simple associative mechanism) to (can be translated to) higher-level 

propositions? 

-> not so easy (underdetermination) cause you need info into what proposition your going to 

translate the association. So translation is difficult. 

Beliefs concerning the presence / absence of danger are exactly what the fear conditioning 

community is interested in! 

=> Single-process propositional theories 

Gets rid of dual system approach and conceives system that info in encoded propositionally right 

away, idea is we don’t have associations in our mind. But from the start we have propositions in 

which S are stipulated in which way they are related. Bv preventive, causal, predictive relation 

It solves the problem that fear presupposes expectancy, cause it would be encoded that there is a 

predictive relationship between green circle and shock. 

Geen assumpties over automaticiteit  

-> Fear presupposes a goal, second problem, to induce a motivational model of emotion/fear 

Neither associative nor propositional models can explain the form of responding (run away, fight,…), 

they can however say something about the strength of a reaction/how strong the reaction is 

“a model that can explain all but conditioned behavior, is lacking something quintessential”  

(Baeyens, Vansteenwegen, & Hermans, 2009; p. 199)  

=> Motivational model  

Motivational model? 

 

This perspective views emotion as a compound of action 

tendencies, physiological responses, motor action, and 

subjective feelings. Action tendencies are a primary 

building blocks of the emotional episode. An action 

tendency can be seen as a goal or inclination to act (e.g., 

to seek safety) and can or cannot result in an eventual 

bodily action (e.g., running away). Physiological responses further serve to prepare and support this 

potential action. For example, if one has the tendency to seek safety, the body is getting ready for 

that challenge, which happens to also produce sweating. Verbalizations, such as subjective fear 

reports, are assumed to result from a process in which action (tendencies) and physiological 

responses are integrated and centrally represented as feelings (in nonverbal form) after which they 
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are categorized and labelled with emotion terms (e.g., fearful or sad; Fanselow & Pennington, 2018; 

Scherer & Moors, 2019). This is a form of qualia, to experience all of that as fearful. 

You can invoke a lot of variables, but the pattern of the values on these variables determines your 

emotion. The appraisal assessment sets of the emo episode. 

at past daar binnen een motivationeel model op angst (p 414 onderaan - 415) waarbij angst gezien 

wordt als de subjectieve component bij een actie(tendens) om het doel veiligheid op te zoeken.  

S-R models:  

E.g., affect program theories  

-> Perceptual features activate an emotion-specific program (neural circuit) that fixates the action 

tendency. Theory says that innately we have a program that response fearfully to snakes, so when 

we are confronted with perceptual features of snake, circuit gets activated and we’ll get fearful. The 

response will be determined by the S. 

E.g., appraisal theories  

-> The appraisal pattern fixates the action tendency(emotion) special type of S input(the patterns of 

values on all the appraisal variables) that fixate the emotion. 

U(tility) model? 

-> U = E * V  

 

E.g., aggression  

 

E.g., fear  

 

Motivational model allows predictions about the form of responding:  

E.g., fear responses change with concept defensive distance: response changes in order to keep 

utility the same. For example, when predator is far away, you might flee, when it gets closer, you’ll 

freeze, when too close, you’ll fight. 

Utility sets of the emotion here. Utility is determined by 

expectancy and values, you compare different action 

options, this between S and R, the one with the highest 

Utility wins, the highest score of expectancy maal value. 

Expectancy: if you think by trying to run away, your gonna 

succeed, then this is high 

Value: how important do you find it to stay harm free. 

 

Anger as SR theory: Bar, someone spills your drink, you respond with anger. 

SR theory says anger just spills out without much control you can have on it 

yourself. Motivational model would explain this by means of invoking a 

utility assessment. Engaging in fight would have high expectancy, you expect 

to get something valued out of it.  The higher the value of the result, that is 

the one you’ll pick (maybe get high social status out of it) 
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In some SR models, the defensive distance is the S that fixates the R pattern. 

In motivational model, there idea is, you just make utility assessment, and the utility of these 

responses are different. For example when he’s far away, running away has best odds, when closer, 

you freeze cause you don’t wanne bring attention. 

Treatment? In utility model 

So, fear as the subjective component of an action (tendency) to secure the “safety goal” 

However, one may also have other goals (e.g., enjoying a family holiday in case of fear of flying) 

=> Making personal safety less valuable 

=> Reduce the expectancy that not flying allows to satisfy the safety goal (saying to 

them/themselves: you have a bigger chance on accident at home then in a plane) 

=> Making the family holiday more valuable (meaning of life) 

=> Increase in the expectancy that one can achieve this (bv. Saying others have also won over their 

fears) outcome by flying (i.e., an increase in self-efficacy), placebo also located here, if you take pill, 

you get higher self-efficacy, saying that can make them think it’s true. 

flying as a intermediary goal 

multiperspectivism, let’s you think about the phenomenon of interest in multiple ways, cause it 

might lead to more empirical knowledge then when we would look only at one way. Then when you 

only have one perspective. So looking at all these models will maybe give you more effective 

treatments then only looking at one. 

=> Is exposure therapy about a success experience (e.g., petting that dog; reaching intermediary 

goals!) rather than about cancelling “pathogenic associations”?  

Looking trough motivational model: 

-> Exposure hierarchy and generalization of success? Letting exposure therapy be set as an 

intermediate goal. You link the goal achieved by the exposure training to higher order goals that are 

important to them, that are of value, these intermediary goals can then inherit that value. Also invest 

in generalization, when a patient is treated for dogfobia, he suddenly starts trying to get over other 

fears as well. Idea: when you had one success, reach one goal, then other goals become more likely 

to invite action as well. Idea of broaden and build, when a positive thing happens, success 

experience, than all kinds of other goals will be likely to invite action as well. 

-> Psycho-education? 
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-> Safety behaviour?  

=> See Scheveneels et al. (2021) 

-> Motivation psychology / Broaden and build! Generalization gradient across goal stimuli (e.g., If I 

can pet that dog, then the world is mine!) 

Limitation 

We do not account for how people learn about contingencies(learning how some S are paired and 

others not), but why they respond the way they do when confronted with predictors of aversive 

events 

Remember multiperspectivism?   

-> The value of association formation models is out of the question!  

-> Still, highlighting their assumptions may perhaps invite to consider additional perspectives as well? 

1. Theoretische bespiegelingen over cognitie en emotie: aandacht voor historische 

ontwikkelingen, omdat die originele ideeën nog altijd doorwerken (hoewel idee van 

 alsmaar betere theorieën die elkaar opvolgen een mythe is). Het emotie veld is ook 

echt een veld met veel verschillende theorieën (cf. bespiegelingen Dirk -> anders dan 

bijvoorbeeld leertheorie)  

2. Nadruk op methodologische aspecten  

Lecture 4  

Big Emotions Love & Desire 

vrees was ook zo’n grote emoties 

Case study 

Finn, a middle-aged male, lost his girlfriend in an accident that happened about five years ago. Finn 

reports that, after the loss, he so intensely longed for her that it would make him “go crazy”. This 

sook 4 years,  Only about one year ago, it got better, in the sense that since then he can be more or 

less at ease at home. 

However, sometimes it is still as bad as when she just passed away. To give just a few examples, 

seeing somebody with the same hairstyle still makes him long for her, as does celebrating Christmas 

or being at the seaside where he and his girlfriend used to go to relax. 

Finn also mentions that he still regularly goes to the square where he and his girlfriend used to meet 

for lunch. 

One of the reasons that Finn is looking for therapeutic help is that he recently lashed out at his 

mother for accidentally washing his girlfriend’s pillow, an item that he cherished. 

Complicated grief 

• Intense craving or longing for the deceased, as well as being constantly reminded of the 

deceased (> 6 or 12 months) 

=> Prevalence of 7-25% among bereaved individuals 
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• Some treatments are harming rather than helping (Boelen, 2016) 

• Poor theoretical understanding => Learning + Emotion theory! 

Psychiatric disorder, according to several diagnostic systems Finn might suffer from prolonged grief. 

This is maybe partly because there is a poor theoretical understanding 

Effects of non-contingent stimulus presentations 

Solomon thinks of grief as an effect of non-contingent stimulus presentations(N-CSP) 

 

E.g., your 1st heroin shot  

-> strong high, little withdrawal 

 

E.g., your Xth heroin shot  

-> poor high, strong withdrawal 

Contact with a loved one is like a dose of drugs …  

 

Non- contingent: it refers to one S: bv. If their would be a 

loud noise, we would startle, but with more loud noises, our 

reaction would be less cause of the repeated presentation. 

Solomon sees grief as an instance of N-CSP. 

Like heroin, with repeated S representation to Heroin, your 

response will change as well. First time strong high, little 

withdraw, with multiple use, poor high, strong withdraw 

The N-CSP is the same in grieved ones,  

Contact with a loves one is S, response to presence of a loved 

one might change with the more representation come. 
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E.g., your 1st date  

-> lots of excitement, little withdrawal 

 

E.g., after years of marriage with your date   

-> little excitement, lots of withdrawal(even if the person is just on holiday) = grief, … & you’ll never 

get another dose 

• “Grief as withdrawal” metaphor  

-> Heuristic value 

• However, it leaves many aspects of grief / the case study unexplained   

-> Why does Finn experience grief in specific situations (e.g., when seeing somebody with the 

same hairstyle) 

-> Why does Finn still go to the square where they used to meet for lunch?  

-> Why does Finn cherish the pillow that used to belong to his girlfriend?  

-> How is the craving then reduced after 4 years? 

Effects of contingent stimulus presentations 

E.g., Van Gucht et al. (2008): Appetitive conditioning  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Craving 

(2) Instrumental (searching) behavior (PIT; 

Lovibond) 

(3) …  

PP where invited tot he laboratory, before they were asked what their favourite chocolate was. They sat 

down and a serving tray was put in front of them, after a couple of seconds they would get piece of 

chocolate. Then serving tray away, and after away it was brought back. So this was done multiple times to 

get S pairings between serving tray and chocolate consumption. This resulted in a range of conditional 

responses. People have craving when they see the tray. When people see CS(tray), they did actions to secure 

the us(chocolate) by for instance going to the store. Also they got more saliva when they saw the tray. There 

were conditional responses and LONGING was reported for chocolate when they saw the tray. 
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Similar principle may serve to explain some (aspects of) grief: 

“Throughout a life together, a variety of (1)cues co-occur with (2)the presence of the loved one and, 

because of this, these cues develop the potential to trigger (3)longing (i.e., cue-elicited craving).” 

1. Can be a variety of cues: 

-> internal (e.g., need for social support, when she was present then before the accident each time 

he felt that way, when she died and if he feels that now, the need for support and her helping are 

linked together so that he feels longing when he feels that way ) 

-> external (bijv. double bed, this bed may be strong cue for the presence for the other person, 

laying in it will get you longing for the person cause it was paired with the other person) 

2. the presence of the loved one 

-> Appetitive stimulus for which one would go to great lengths, (bv same regions in brain light up 

when shown pictures of something you’re addicted to and being around a loved one) 

(sidenote. Looking at this case from multiple perspectives (learning theory, other models) is 

important to see what the patient is going trough and find potential treatments, this is more 

important then making a strong ontological claim) 

3. Loaning 

-> Longing as the cardinal “emotion” / “symptom” of complicated grief, it drives other responses, 

longing mediates all kinds of other responses. 

-> Cf. Loning can be seen as an Action tendency to reunite and can be observed in searching (obvert) 

behaviour (looking around, visiting the grave, wish to reunite in death, etc.) 

Cf. Lecture 2 (What is an emotion?):  

 

action tendency to reunite, wanting to be together, motivational component 

physical unease, body getting ready, physiological response, somatic C 

longing is the feeling  

perhaps actually visiting the grave 

Longing could be seen as in previous lectures as emotional 

episodes. Different components to it. Wanting to be together. 

Looking around, motor C 

All of this is experienced in the subjective C, the qualia, that’s 

labelled as grief 
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-> Easy? Often yes (<-> hope), but different in the case of a loss (zie section on extinction) 

Cf. Lecture 3 (motivational model & utility versus appraisal):  

 

 

 

 

 

Goal = reunion / presence of the loved one => action tendency to reunite 

actietendens om te herenigen   

 

-> Complicated grief: 

-> Longing persists (for years)(by definition) 

-> Longing is experienced frequently 

 

Extinction 

<- Appraisel theory look 

Suitability, beneficial, he wants to be with here 

Presence is absent 

Degree of difficulty is hard, cause she’s dead 

<- Motivational model look 

Goal = reunion; be in the presence of the loved one. 

Actions are selected that allows you to be in the 

presence of the loved one. 

Looking around, searching behaviour is the action. 

Outcome would be being in her presence. Expectancy 

= being in her presence when you search for her, that 

you’ll find her. High value to be with her. Why is 

expectancy high if you can’t be in the presence of her 

cause she’s dead? Cause even if expectancy is very 

low, if value is really high, utility can be very high too. 

Another solution is that in some contexts you still have 

an expectancy to see her. Expectancy’s across all 

contexts don’t update all at once. 
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After the decease, cues (e.g., shared double bed) will no longer co-occur with the presence of the 

loved one 

=> Typically results in a decrease in conditioned responding: 

 

Longing extinguishes (relatively) slowly: 

 

Longing extinguishes (relatively) slowly: 

Slow extinction of craving in the above-described case study of Finn: Only after up to four years after 

losing her, he managed to be at ease at home … This comes cause many cues are still linked with her, 

and they need to be extinguished in every context again, so it takes a long time. 

Even though cues no longer co-occur with the presence of the loved one (e.g., shared double bed) …! 

Longing can even temporarily increase, rather than decrease and extinguish, due to non-occurrence 

of an expected desired outcome (e.g., Mitchell & Gormezano, 1970; Tiffany, 1999) 

“Absence makes the heart grow fonder” 

Important backbone of the appetitive conditioning theorie of grief …  

Frustration due to unexpected non-delivery of an appetitieve outcome (Amsel, 1992) 

This is found in mice where they become frustrated, pee everywhere, start screaming, 

When they don’t get their food after a cue for a very long time. 

The omission of a valued outcome can result in frustration. 

Finn reporting that, in the beginning, he used to “go crazy” of longing for her. The absence of his 

girlfriend seemed not only to intensify the longing for her, but also to be extremely frustrating.   

Frustration in the appraisal model is caused by:  

Obstruction of goal attainment 

According to some an emotion in itself, according to all a part of anger 
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Frustration can be defined as the blockage of goal attainment (Anderson & Bushman, 2002) or the 

blocking of a goal-directed behaviour sequence (Scherer, 2001b). As such, it is represented in most, if 

not all, accounts of anger (for an overview, see Kuppens, Van Mechelen, Smits, & De Boeck, 2003), 

although it must be noted that the term frustration is sometimes also used to refer to a low-level 

emotional state itself (e.g., Roseman, Spindel, & Jose, 1990). In either case, frustration is considered 

a central component of anger (e.g., Averill, 1982; Berkowitz, 1989; Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer, & 

Sears; 1939; Fehr et al., 1999). 

Generalization 

 

GENERALIZATION of classical conditioning= a change in behaviour (i) due to a regularity in the 

occurrence of (two) stimuli that (ii) the test stimulus did not feature in (Boddez et al., 2017) 

Cues eliciting grief responding due to learning experiences in which these cues were not featured, 

you have generalization cause of 

-> Perceptual overlap(e.g., from double bed to sofa, cause they look alike) 

-> Conceptual (e.g., from double bed to gift card for two or love song on the radio, cues come part of 

a category, in category of things that consist of two persons, all that’s in that category will trigger 

longing) 

You have More generalization in case of outcome deprivation (Brown, 1941), in case of grief, you’re 

already deprived of the outcome cause you can never see the outcome. 

<->supposes with poor generalization of extinction to other cues (e.g., Barry et al., 2016) 

 

 

 

Being at home did not elicit longing for his girlfriend anymore, but Finn will have to learn separately 

that seeing somebody with the same hairstyle as her in the distance does not mean that he and his 

girlfriend can walk up to each other and be in each other’s company 

You created fear conditional response to that one yellow circle, but fear 

conditioning spreads out to similar/related CS’s. These S come to illicit 

conditional responding as well. Idea: test S can also illicit CR even though 

they were not part of the S pairing in Phase one. If in the test people 

show more generalization, it can predict later anxiety onsets. 

People in anxiety disorder show more generalization.  

Premorbid marker of psychological suffering 

Animal like figurines paired with shock, slightly different figurine used to have 

extinction phase. Then another animal figurine is used and the conditioning is high 

again for the first trail. Extinction seems to be limited to the cue that underwent 

extinction training. 
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=> Helps to explain why grieving is more difficult after a long-lasting relationship: There will be 

many more cues that are linked to the presence of the loved one and that will have to be 

extinguished separately … , that’s why when you have family party’s for Christmas, it can become 

hard again and the longing extreme cause they don’t occur very often so the extinction conditioning 

can not happen often. It helps for the patient to psycho learn this. Cause when they know this, then 

when a goal discrepancy is expected, it makes it more bearable. 

Slide 23 inoefenen => There are problems with extinction, but even when it is finally successful, there 

is still a problem with the generalization of extinction. In the sense that we know from fear 

conditioning studies in our lab that extinction often stays specific that that the stimulus that has been 

used in extinction training. 

Evaluative conditioning 

A change in evaluation due to contingent stimulus presentations 

 

In the case study, it is mentioned that he cherishes his girlfriend’s pillow. One may assume that this is 

due to the previous co-occurrence of the pillow and his girlfriend. 

=> Fairly resistant to extinction training (Hofmann et al., 2010) 

Other behaviour that is often seen in grief can be understood in this way as well. Consider, for 

example, parents who have lost their child and keep a piece of his / her clothing or a plush toy on a 

little altar in the house. Plushie toy has co-occurred with child, which (the child) is very liked, so the 

liking transfers to the pillow. And just like for longing, liking extinguishes very slow. 

 

Cherishing behaviour can also be explained by a learning phenomenon termed sign-tracking 

=> The propensity of subjects to behaviourally engage (contacting, sniffing, touching, gnawing, etc.) 

with a cue that has been paired with a desired outcome (e.g., a food reward, being with her) 
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Effects of Regularities in the Presence of Stimuli and Behaviour  

Next to cues, one’s own behaviour may also co-occur with being in the presence of the loved one  

E.g., throughout life together, going to a certain place might systematically result in being in the 

company of the loved one. 

  

=>INSTRUMENTAL CONDITIONING = a change in behaviour due to a regularity between the presence 

of a behaviour and the presence of a stimulus. For example, you push button, then get chocolate, 

then you will push button more. So Finn goes to meeting place, normally always sees girlfriend, but 

he doesn’t anymore, but still, going to there is linked with seeing her so he goes there. 

Goal driven vs habitual: 

Habitual behaviour can be defined as behaviour that is no longer driven by the outcome that 

originally installed it (cf. the folk concept, the chocolate you would receive) 

The outcome is no longer here, still he goed there (or you still press a button) cause it has become 

habitual behaviour. 

May explain why Finn still goes to the square where he and his girlfriend used to meet for lunch. The 

behaviour might, through repetition, have become insensitive to omission of the outcome of being in 

the presence of his girlfriend.  

Manipulation of original outcome (e.g., omission or devaluation) does not have effect anymore, but 

that doesn’t imply [S-R], because another O might be involved (Moors, Boddez, De Houwer, 2017) 

So he still goes there now to pay tribute, but if you then pair tributing her to another S (picture in 

wallet) then he doesn’t have to go there anymore (cause habitation is tributing?) 

Hachiko still goes to the railway station, this is goal driven, what is his goal? One answer could be we 

like things to go like they always go, another would be the attention of the other people that pet him 

there now. 

Habit formation is another factor that provides insight in why grieving can be more difficult after a 

long-lasting relationship in which many activities were repeatedly done together …  

Avoidance?  

Throughout a shared life: Cues -> linked to presence of the loved one  

After the loss: These same cues -> negative affect (like frustration; caused by the unexpected 

absence of the loved one) Avoidance can be explained by this cause you want to avoid cues that are 

paired with a negative affect, that’s why Finn might step out of a room if it has a double bed, cause 

the double bed is paired with her and by going away he avoids being confronted with the negative 

affect of that cue. 

<-> approach of cues that have a mere referential relation to the loved one (cf. cherishing 

behaviour)?  
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Maybe it’s cause of contingency, when an object always coocurred with her, he cherishes it, but 

when it was linked with her in space and time but did not always co occur, than it might lead to 

frustration. 

E.g., mere referential relation: 

 

 

 

What’s the heuristic & predictive value of invoking these learning principles? 

Heuristic value: does it allow us to make sense on what is already there, the knowledge you already 

have. We make sense for himself on what he’s going trough by giving him a small number of learning 

principles. 

We can explain a variety of topographically different (and seemingly idiosyncratic) behaviours by 

means of a limited number of principles from emotion & learning theory 

2 requirements: 

(a) a loved one (i.e., the desired outcome) 

(b) a shared life (cues and behaviours related to the presence of the loved one) 

Same two requirements may also shed light on the intensity of grief with people who lose a partner 

or a child being at higher risk of developing PG (Boelen, 2016):   

Clouds drying in the wind are related to the loved one, but their 

not a signal for the presence of the loved one. This could lead to 

cherishing behaviour, and frustration would not be there. 

In first trails, they have classical cond (you see S, you get 

chocolate) and instrumental cond (you do a behaviour and get 

chocolate) intermixed. In test trail they measure behaverial 

responses either when cue (S) is absent or present. Classically 

conditioned cues increase the probability that the instrumental 

response is admitted. This is the pavlovian instrumental transfer. 

Pairing of the movie and her being present. In environment terms, 

cue was there and she was there. It’s a generalised cue cause it’s a 

sequel of a movie. Outcome: her presence for classical cond. For 

instrumental cond. It could be driving to her place cause those 

two previously co-occurred. It resulted in her being present. The 

transfer: it doesn’t happen random driving to her place, it’s cause 

of the pavlovian cue: the movie. 
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=> In such case, the two requirements are indeed best fulfilled: partners and children are loved ones 

(i.e., there is a desired outcome, they are highly valued) and a plethora of cues and behaviours will 

have co-occurred with the presence of the loved one 

Grief is harder in longer relationships. 

Compare this with a person who loses a grandfather who he barely knew …  

Psycho-education? Help people make sense on why certain situations are harder then others. 

Association splitting? Instead of extinction learning, you try and change the meaning of the cue you 

get grief from f.ex. the sea side. Pair sea side with other activity’s instead of just being with her. 

Hidden goals? One hidden goal was Paying tribute this was achieved by going to the square where 

they used to meet. So you can find more cost efficient ways to link that paying tribute to.  

Exposure and reconsolidation interference ?Exposing to cues that were previously linked with the 

person. But this takes a long time for longing and grief. 

 


